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Abstract
Classical thermodynamic properties of a size-specific Kr clathrate-like cluster, modeled by
an ab initio and a semiempirical Kr-water potential, were computed from parallel-tempering
Monte Carlo simulations. The temperature and pressure dependence of the cluster’s heat ca-
pacity was studied, and phase diagrams were constructed using a multiple-histogram method.
By associating the heat capacity (maxima) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (minima/maxima)
values with the phase transitions, attempts were made to identify such changes to particular
cluster structures. Various isomers were computed by local optimizations of the interaction
enthalpy at a set of randomly selected configurations at each temperature-pressure grid point.
Their energy distributions and relative abundances were then employed to assign the observed
phase transitions of the cluster. It was found that the structural changes at high pressures are re-
lated to Kr clathrate-like cages, such as those of the sI, sII and sH hydrates, as well as a new one
at higher pressures, formed by tetragons and pentagons. Such transitions, at low temperatures
and as pressure increases, are related to the topology of the intermolecular interactions, that
are getting accessible by the sampling in the MC simulations, through the employed volume
model.
Introduction
Simulations of cluster systems can be a challenging and computational demanding task, as the
quality and sampling of the underlying potential energy and free-energy surfaces are essential to
reliably determine both ground state and finite temperature/pressure properties. As with other
finite systems, heterogeneous water clusters have received considerable attention as models for
investigating the behavior of aqueous environments in the condensed phase. In particular, most of
the studies on neutral clusters of single atom/molecule solutes in water clusters have been moti-
vated by using such clusters as models to understand better properties of clathrate hydrates,1–7 or
clathrate-like hydration structures at the transition from the liquid to solid phase.8,9 High pressure
studies are also very important and informative for the understanding of the principal properties of
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such clathrates,10,11 and the general features of their formation and dissociation.
Depending on the size of the encapsulated gas molecules, most clathrates form cubic (sI and
sII) or hexagonal sH crystal structures. For a fundamental understanding of the size effect on the
crystal structure, gas hydrate systems with the simplest guests, have been intensively studied, with
the noble gases to serve as prototypes for other guest molecules, e.g. Ne for H2, Ar for O2/N2, and
Kr for methane.12,13 As expected, the large rare gas atoms, such as Ar, Kr and Xe, are enclathrated
in sII and sI clathrates, respectively, at modest gas pressures, less than 1 GPa, and then, at higher
pressures they transform to sH ones. In addition to the classical clathrate structures transitions to
two new clathrate structures, structure T (sT) and filled-ice structure O (sO), have been observed
at high pressure in X-ray, neutron diffraction,14 and Raman scattering studies.15 In the case of Kr
hydrates both experimental studies,14,15 have observed that the sII structure transforms initially to
the sI, then to sH, and finally to the sO structure, although there is a disagreement between the two
different sets of experiments on the pressure range of these transitions.
Motivated by experimental and theoretical studies on rare-gas clathrate hydrates10,14–26 we
compute thermodynamic properties of specific size clusters. From our simulations we can obtain
not only the ground state properties, but also “phase transition" behavior for such clusters. Of
particular interest to us are the phase change properties of the cluster at low temperatures as the
pressure increases. Computational studies on the phase diagram of such noble gas hydrate systems
will contribute to our understanding, providing insights regarding the formation, and pressure tran-
sitions of some selective host water networks, that are able to leverage experimental efforts. Thus,
in this article, we report isothermal-isobaric (NPT) parallel tempering Monte Carlo (PTMC) sim-
ulations at various temperature and pressure values for the Kr(H2O)20 cluster. Our choice for the
number of water molecules, forming the cluster under study, corresponds to the small (512) poly-
hedral cavity, that is the common building block in all sI, sII and sH clathrate structures, as well as
to the medium (435663) cage of the sH structure (see Fig. 1).
Determination of thermodynamic properties requires an extensive sampling of the system con-
figuration space that strongly related to the topology of the underlying potential energy surface
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Figure 1: The 512 and 435663 cages.
(PES), and is usually limited by the available computational technology. First-principles on-the-
fly simulations based on density functional theory methods (including dispersion corrections) for
the electronic calculations can be considered as an accurate approach for the potential model, al-
though for systems of quite limited size.27 Thus, model potentials based on less computationally
demanding force fields have been employed usually for the description of water interaction.28–32
Here, we choose the TIP4P/ice water model33 as it has been found to give the best description of the
phase diagram of the water and its polymorphs in the solid state, as well as the coexistence lines
in clathrate hydrate systems.30,34,35 For the Kr–water interaction we used two different models
based on semiempirical and ab initio procedures, as there is also an underlying interest to explore
their reliability and their key role in the determination of thermodynamic properties and phase
diagram calculations. We should point out that we associate heat capacity and Pearson correla-
tion coefficient peaks for the cluster with solid-to-liquid like and solid-to-solid like phase changes.
Although, current extrapolations from clusters to bulk phase transitions rely on assumptions, the
output of such comparison could reveal trends for identifying essential interactions needed for a
reliable description of the extended systems.36
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The contents of the remainder of the article are organized as follows: In section 2 we define the
potentials models chosen for the study of the cluster and describe out computational methodology;
in section 3 we present thermodynamic and structural results and discuss the performance of each
Kr-water interaction; in section 4 we summarize our findings and list some concluding remarks.
Computational Methodology
Model Potential
The potential energy consists of two terms, water-water and rare gas–water interactions.
Vtot =
20
∑
w=1
∑
w′>w
(Vw−w′+VKr−w) (1)
In this work, we use the TIP4P/ice model33 for the water-water interactions (Vw−w′), and two
different models for the Kr-water (VKr−w); one is semiempirical, and the other is the ab initio
potential for the Kr-H2O interaction by Makarewicz from Ref.37 The semiempirical potential ex-
pressions include pair-wise interactions, combining electrostatic terms between the 3-point charges
centered on the M-site and H atoms of the H2O molecules, and with van der Waals (vdW) interac-
tions between the Kr and O atom of water molecules. It is expressed as,
VKr−w =∑
i
∑
j>i
4εi j
[(
σi j
ri j
)12
−
(
σi j
ri j
)6]
(2)
where, i and j summation runs over Kr and all O, H, M-site centers on each H2O molecule, re-
spectively. The cross interaction between Kr and O atoms is described by the standard Lorentz-
Berthelot combination rules between unlike atoms, ε i j = (ε iiε j j)1/2 and σ i j = (σ ii+σ j j)/2, with
the Lennard-Jones parameters, σ and ε , between similar type atoms21,33 summarized in Table 1.
The ab initio Kr-H2O surface is based on an analytical many-body (up to 4-body) form, with
each term being representing by sums of Morse-type products, which has been corrected asymp-
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Table 1: Semiempirical Force Field Parameters Used in This Work.
Atom/Site(molecule) q[e] σ [Å] ε[kJ/mol]
O(water) 0.0 3.1668 0.882159
H(water) +0.5897 0.0 0.0
M(water) -1.1794 0.0 0.0
Kr 0.0 3.599 1.616
totically by introducing an additional dispersion term. This expression has been fitted to CCSD(T)
data refined at their complete basis set limit, and the corresponding 42 parameters are given in
Ref.37 This potential includes the anisotropy of the Kr-H2O interaction, and in the upper panel of
Fig. 2 we plot the ab initio potential curves as a function of the Kr–O distance, R, in comparison
with the corresponding semiempirical one. One can see that the most attractive geometry for the
Kr-H2O interaction correspond to planar configuration, namely M1 (see dashed line in Fig. 2),
while a saddle point, namely S3 (see solid line in Fig. 2), has an out of plane configuration with
the Kr atom in an almost perpendicular position to the H2O plane comparable with the one pre-
dicted by the semiempirical pair-wise PES. Thus, based on the ab initio and semiempirical Kr–H2O
interactions, we choose to show the potential curves for the Kr atom with 5 water molecules form-
ing a pentagon, common in both cavities, (see middle panel) as a function of the Kr to center of
mass of the water molecules distance, z+, and with 20 water molecules forming a 512 cage (see
lower panel) as a function of the z distance between Kr atom and center of mass of the cage (see
Fig. 1). We can see certain differences between the semiempirical and ab initio potential curves,
corresponding at their well-depths and positions, as well as in the repulsive part of them, that are
getting larger as the size of the system increases. In particular, in the case of the 512 cage, the Kr
atom could be inside or outside the cavity with the high barriers to correspond to the interaction
energy for the “on-the-surface" position of the Kr atom (see lower panel of Fig. 2). As the Kr
atom approaches the surface of the cage, the interaction is getting much more repulsive using the
semiempirical potential than the ab initio one, with the values for the barriers to be much higher
in this case. Thus, such characteristics of the potential are expected to affect the MC sampling,
specially at high pressure conditions.
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Figure 2: Ab initio and semiempirical potential curves for the Kr–H2O (upper panel), the Kr–
(H2O)5 (middle panel), and the Kr–(H2O)20 (lower panel) interactions (see text).
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Parallel-tempering Monte Carlo Computations
Generally, one has to resort into smart and accelerated Monte Carlo (MC) sampling techniques in
order to extract thermodynamical averages from free energy landscapes. In this vein, the PTMC
method has been derived38,39 to achieve an efficient sampling of systems that have rugged energy
landscapes, with a large number of close local minima. The general idea is to simulateM repli-
cas of the system for a specific ensemble, each of them at a different thermodymanic conditions
(temperature and pressure), and allowing completely configuration exchange between different
systems.
Here, an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble is considered, and the residual part of the mean
value of a dynamic parameter, F , if it depends on the system configuration, q, only through the
interaction energy and system volume, is expressed at particular temperature T and pressure P as,
〈F〉T,P =
∫
V
∫
E int F(E
int,V )exp
(
−E int+PVkBT
)
Ω(E int,V )dE intdV
ZT,P
, (3)
where Ω(E int,V ) is the classical density of states and
ZT,P =
∫
V
∫
E int
exp
(
−E
int+PV
kBT
)
Ω(E int,V )dE intdV (4)
is the system configuration integral, V is the volume of the system, E int is the interaction energy of
the system, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
A two-dimensional parallel-tempering algorithm has been used to accelerate the convergence
of the present NPT MC simulations.40 Periodic swaps of configurations and volumes between
replicas of the simulated system have been used. Only neighboring systems are selected, maintain-
ing in this way the exchange probability sufficiently high, using the standard Metropolis-Hasting
criterion41 for the acceptance probability for translational, rotational and volume changes. The MC
simulations are carried out in parallel for 23 pressure and 18 temperatures values, ranging between
3 kPa to 10 GPa and 30 to 1000 K, respectively. Note that the upper temperature limit is chosen to
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warranty a rapid converge in the PTMC calculations. For both grid values a non-uniform exponen-
tial increase of spacing is used for an efficient sampling of the system configurations, given that
energy and volume fluctuations are smaller at low temperatures and high pressures. The external
pressure is approximated by a hard-wall spherical container volume model of a variable radius,42
with an upper limit for it set to 200 Å for controlling the volume growth at low pressures and high
temperatures. In total, 414 replicas of the system are simulated in parallel, about 5×107 MC steps
are performed for reaching each system at thermodynamic equilibrium, and another 5×107 MC
whole-cluster and volume moves are performed for each system replica by collecting data for the
final analysis every 50th MC step to avoid correlations.
Computation of Specific Thermodynamic Averages
For the evaluation of the ensemble averages (see Eq. 3) a sufficiently accurate estimate of the 2D
density of states, Ω(E int,V ), is required. This represents a rather tough task consuming the more
computer time, and usually, the grid of (414 in this case) simulated temperatures and pressures
is strongly limited to the computational demands. Thus, we adopt the multiple-histogram (MH)
approach,43,44 as it has been recently implemented,45 for these calculations at an acceptable com-
putational cost. In a first step, the collected data from the above series of NPT PTMC simulations
are used to produce 414 energy-volume histograms, using exponential spacing grids each of them
of 1000 different energies and 2000 different volumes. In turn, the 414 energy-volume histograms
are used in an iterative scheme to obtain the values of interest at any thermodynamic condition (not
included in the particular simulations). In this way, using the 2D MH approach, the 2D density
of states, Ω(E int,V ), is obtained from 160000 temperatures-pressure points, instead of the initial
414 ones from the NPT PTMC simulations. Once the 2D density of states is calculated, the final
calculation of the ensemble averages from Eq. 3 is simply the computation of the 2D integral.
In this way, selected thermodynamic averages, such as enthalpy, heat capacity and Pearson
correlation coefficient for energy and volume, are calculated. For interpreting phase changes in
the Kr(H2O)20 cluster, we used the constant-pressure heat capacity, CP, along temperature, and
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the Pearson correlation coefficient for energy and volume, ρE int,V , along the pressure/temperature.
Here, the residual part of the constant-pressure heat capacity is considered as,
CresP =
1
kBT 2
[〈(
H int
)2〉−〈H int〉2] , (5)
where H int = E int+PV , while the Pearson correlation coefficient for volume and energy is given
by,
ρE int,V =
〈
E intV
〉−〈E int〉〈V 〉
σE intσV
, (6)
with
〈
E int
〉
and 〈V 〉 denoting the mean values and σE int and σV being the variances of the interac-
tion energy and volume, respectively.
Phase diagrams are constructed by plotting the cluster heat capacity and the Pearson correlation
coefficient as a function of temperature and pressure. For finite systems the phase changes are not
so sharp transitions as in bulk, and cover a wide region of temperatures and pressures (coexistence
regions). However in a simplified way, we represent them by curves, calling them coexistence
curves, that correspond to the maxima of the heat capacity,CresP , along temperature, and to minima
and maxima of the Pearson correlation coefficient for interaction energy and volume, ρE int,V , along
the pressure and temperature, respectively. In particular, the ρE int,V minima (corresponding to
strong anti-correlation between interaction energy and volume of the system) along the pressure
axis are used to detect different solid-like phases, while its maxima (indicating a strong correlation
between interaction energy and volume of the system), as well as the maxima of the CresP , along
temperature axis correspond to evaporative regions of the cluster.
Results and Discussion
Phase Diagrams
In Fig. 3 we show temperature-pressure phase diagrams for the Kr(H2O)20 cluster calculating from
PTMC simulations using the ab initio (see upper panel) and semiempirical (see lower panel) po-
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tentials for the Kr-water interaction and the TIP4P/ice model for the water-water one. As it can
be seen, the temperature-pressure plane is divided into several regions corresponding to different
phases of the cluster. The corresponding coexistence curves (as we mentioned above simplified
representations of broader coexistence regions for finite size systems) are obtained by calculat-
ing numerically the maxima of the heat-capacity as [∂CresP /∂T ]P = 0 (see black dotted-lines), the
maxima (see red dotted-lines) and minima (see blue dotted-lines) of the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient as [∂ρE int,V/∂T ]P = 0 and [∂ρE int,V/∂P]T = 0, respectively. At low temperatures the cluster
is solid-like, although as the temperature increases the cluster becomes liquid-like, while at even
higher temperatures a liquid-like to gas-like transition occurs. In particular, in both phase diagrams
we observe evaporation of the water molecules in the cluster for T>300 K, the cluster melting for
T>250 K and P>100 kPa, and the evaporation of the Kr atom at T<150 K and P<100 kPa. One
should note that for the cluster evaporation both coexistence curves obtained either from the heat
capacity (black dotted-lines) or from the Pearson correlation coefficient (red dotted-lines) coincide
up to pressure values of 10 MPa, while for higher pressures deviations are found. This is due to
the flatness on the temperature dependence of the maxima of the heat capacity, with the coexis-
tence curve calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient to represent better the liquid-like
to gas-like transition.
The dissociation curve of the Kr-water clathrate systems has been measured by Dyadin et
al.16,46 up to 1.5 GPa, and they have observed transitions from sII to sI and to sH structures. Such
transitions have been also found from X-ray diffraction studies14 at ambient temperatures and at
pressures of 0.3 and 0.6 GPa, respectively, in addition to the formation of sO structure at 1.8 GPa,
which it is then decomposed at 3.8 GPa. More recently, Raman scattering measurements15 are also
available for the transitions from the sII to sI to sH and sO structures at 0.45, 0.75 and 1.8 GPa,
respectively. They observed that the sO structure of the Kr hydrate exists at least up to 5.2 GPa at
296 K, while a new phase behavior at 1.0 GPa has been attributed to an increase in the large-cage
occupancy.15 Further, in a recent theoretical study by Subbotin et al.21 the sII to sI phase transition
has been predicted at 0.17 GPa. One can see that the available studies are all in accord regarding
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Figure 3: Pressure-temperature phase diagrams for the Kr(H2O)20 cluster computed from the
PTMC simulations using the ab initio (upper panel) and semiempirical (lower panel) potential
energy surfaces for the Kr–H2O interaction, and the TIP4P/ice model for the water-water ones (see
text). Cross symbols indicate the (T ,P) grid points used in the present PTMC simulations.
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the formation of the sI, sH and sO structures, although with discrepancies at the pressure values,
where the corresponding transitions occur.
Here, we should point out that the curve of the heat capacity maxima (solid-to-liquid like coex-
istence curve) obtained by using the ab initio Kr–H2O interaction shows a discontinuous behavior
at pressure values higher than 0.7 GPa. As we mentioned above the heat capacity surface is getting
very flat, and very non significant maximum changes its own position. This is also the case for
the Kr evaporations curve at low temperature and pressures, which also shows similar behavior for
the ab initio potential. By comparing the behavior of the phase diagrams at low temperatures and
high pressure regime (P>50 MPa), corresponding to solid-to-solid like structural changes of the
cluster, one can see that the Pearson energy-volume correlation coefficient profiles show structural
transformations at similar pressures, for both type of Kr-water interactions, while some others take
place at different values. In particular, using the ab initio Kr-water interaction (see upper panel
of Fig. 3) structural changes are expected at pressures around 100 MPa, 0.3, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, and
3.8 GPa, while for the semiempirical model (see lower panel of Fig. 3) transitions are predicted for
pressure values just above 100 MPa, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.8 GPa.
In Figure 4 we show the pressure dependence of the interaction energy and the mean simulation
volume for few selected temperatures for the semiempirical potential. As the cluster configuration
sampling during the NPT simulations is governed by the cluster enthalpy, it is expected that at
low-pressure the cluster interaction energy dominates with low-energy configurations being pre-
ferred, while at high-pressures small volume configurations may be favored over the ones with
lower energy. Consequently, such behavior is expected to produce a smooth step in the curves
of energy/volume as a function of pressure in finite-size systems, indicating the region where a
transformation of the cluster structures takes place. One can see such sudden drop-off in both en-
ergy and volume curves in Fig. 4 particularly at lower temperatures, e.g. T= 62, 104 and 166 K,
indicating solid-to-solid like transformations. The transition pressures (around 0.15, 1.5, 2.2 and
3.8 GPa) are almost independent of the temperature, although at T=294 K the drop-off disappears
as the cluster is in liquid-like phase. Also, as it was expected the cluster energy and volume are
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Figure 4: Interaction energy and mean volume dependences of the pressure at the indicated tem-
peratures T for the Kr(H2O)20 using the semiempirical Kr-water potential model.
strongly anti-correlated, due to the competition between potential energy and the pressure-volume
term in the enthalpy form. Such behavior is clearly reflected to the minimum values of the Pearson
correlation coefficient, ρE int,V , as are shown in Fig. 3, and below we will discuss on the characteri-
zation of these observed transitions.
Structural Isomers and Specific Phase Transitions
For analyzing the structures under different T ,P conditions, local enthalpy optimizations are also
carried out for 96 randomly selected configurations for each T ,P point from the NPT PTMC sim-
ulations, for all temperature grid values in the 62–294 K range, and all grid pressure values from
0.3 MPa up to 10 GPa, in total 16416 configurations for each potential model. Such minimizations
are performed via the simulated annealing method47 for a NPT statistical ensemble using a proba-
bility weight of exp(− (E int+PV )kBT ) for sampling the cluster configurations and volumes, with starting
temperature of 5 K and final one of 0.01 K. Current temperature has been decreased every 50th
14
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Figure 5: Relative abundance of the six structural isomers of the Kr(H2O)20 cluster obtained by
optimized locally cluster enthalpies as a function of the interaction energy, E int for the ab initio
(upper panel) and semiempirical (lower panel) Kr-water potential. The corresponding isomeric
structures are also displayed.
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MC step by a factor of 0.999. We should note that the fast cooling and the low initial temperature
were adopted so that an optimization to the nearest local minimum for each configuration to be
performed. We carried out such analysis for both ab initio and semiempirical model potentials
and we observed isomeric structures such as the ones shown in Figure 5 (see lower panel), namely
A, B C, D, E, and F. We should note that for the ab initio potential (see upper panel in Fig. 5)
we only found isomeric structures corresponding to A, B C, E and F configurations, with C being
the predominal one for low pressure (80.69%) and E for high pressures (12.89%), while for the
semiempirical model (see lower panel in Fig. 5) we observed all the above mentioned structures.
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Figure 6: Total potential energy (see Eq. (1)) scans using the TIP4P/ice for the water-water and the
semiempirical Kr-water models for each of the six isomeric structure observed for the Kr(H2O)20
along the z-axis (see text).
As the characterization of the structures are performed according to their interaction energy
at each (T ,P) point of the grid, we thus first discuss the energy distribution of the structures. In
Figure 5 we show a plot containing the different isomeric structures observed classifying them ac-
cording to their abundances and energies. We choose to represent such distributions by Gaussian
functions fitted to the energy histograms for each isomeric structure. One can see that at lower
energies we observed the structures A and B (with a percentage of 4.15 and 0.73%, respectively),
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corresponding to an edge-sharing pentagonal prism, and a near “all-surface" for the water cluster,
respectively, with the Kr atom outside. We should point out that the population of the structures is
highly depending on the (T ,P) points as well as the (T ,P) grid intervals (see Fig. 3). In Figure 5
we present relative abundance from 171 temperature-pressure systems, and thus, by including the
whole range of temperature and pressure values the total abundance, especially of those isomers at
low pressures, such as A and B ones, should be increased. Next, the structure C: a cage-1 structure
for the water with the Kr atom outside, appears, and is present for a quite wide energy range from
around -10.8 to -10.2 eV. This isomeric structure is also the most abundant one for the semiem-
pirical potential with 53.75%, while at energies around -10.3, -10.0, and -9.5 eV we obtained the
clathrate-like isomeric structures, D, E, and F with the Kr atom at the interior of a 512 structure
(see also left panel of Fig. 1), an irregular cage formed from tetragons, pentagons, and hexagons
(similar to the 435663 one shown in the right panel of Fig. 1), and a cage formed from tetragons
and pentagons, respectively. The abundance of the D structure is 5.22%, for the E is 1.95%, while
the F structure is the predominant one with 34.07% at energies of around -9.25 eV. So, at low
energies/pressures open/on-surface structures are found, while closed/clathrate-like ones appear at
high energies/pressures. We should also note the energy overlapping for different structures, due
to the competition between the potential and PV terms, at energies around -10.8 eV and between
-10.5 and -9.75 eV. In Figure 6 we present scans of the total potential energy corresponding to A,
B, C, D, E and F isomeric structures along the z-axis of the Kr(H2O)20 cluster. One can see that
the curves of the A, B and C open/on-surface structures show shallow minima at energies between
-11.0 to 10.5 eV, while the minima of the D,E, and F close/clathrate-like structures are at energies
above -10.5 eV, sampling different configurations.
In Figure 7 we show the pressure dependence of each isomers’s abundance at specific tempera-
ture values over all included systems, while in Figure 8 we display 2D contour plots of the isomeric
structure abundances, together with the coexistence curves corresponding to the maxima of the heat
capacity (black dotted lines) and to the minima of the Pearson correlation coefficient (blue dotted
lines), as shown in the lower-panel of Fig. 3, at low-ambient temperatures and all pressure values
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Figure 7: Relative abundance of the indicated structural isomers (see A, B, C, D, E and F in the
inset plots) of the Kr(H2O)20 cluster obtained by optimized locally cluster enthalpies as a function
of pressure at specific temperature values using the semiempirical Kr-water potential.
studied. One can clearly see the (P,T )-region where each structural transition occurs. In particular,
at low temperatures and as the pressure increases we observed the A−→B−→C, C−→D, D−→E,
and E−→F transitions near at 0.2, 1.5, 2.2, and 3.8 GPa, respectively. All these solid-to-solid like
transitions are clearly marked by the minima of the Pearson correlation coefficient (see blue dot-
ted lines in Figure 8). Further, at ambient temperatures one can see the C−→F transition above
2.0 GPa, while the solid-like to liquid-like transition of the F structure, as it is shown by the cor-
responding coexistence curve at T > 210 K and P > 2.0 GPa (see black dotted line in Figure 8).
This latter transition appears by a continuous rearrangement mainly of the hydrogens’ positions in
the clathrate-like structure, similar to the movements of the Rubik’s cube.
Certainly the accuracy of the results depends on the accuracy of the potential model deployed.
Here, we used pairwise host-guest interactions from semiempirical and ab initio data for the Kr-
water dimer. We found that the ab initio-based interactions couldn’t predict the regular D clathrate-
like structure. As the main structure-determining factor for these clathrate hydrates, especially at
high pressure, is the guest-host lattice interaction, such finding indicates qualitatively differences
between the two PESs. A simple correction of the pairwise host-guest interaction, using MP2 or
CCSD(T) results for the dimer potential energy surface should provide an upper bound limit for the
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Figure 8: Contour plot of the abundance of each isomeric structure (A in green, B in red, C in
orange, D in violet, E in yellow, and F in blue color) observed for the Kr(H2O)20 at PT -plane. The
coexisted curves corresponding to the maxima of heat capacity (black dotted lines) and minima of
Pearson correlation coefficient (blue dotted lines) are also shown.
hydrate binding energies, that leds to the instability of the regular clathrate structure. Moreover,
density functional methods used to predict interaction energies between similar rare-gas host and
guest species, have been found to overestimate the binding at least in small gas phase systems.26
However, even if this overbinding has been found less pronounced in the extended systems,48
specialized treatments of such weak host-guest interactions, for example, on the basis of semi-local
or hybrid functionals including dispersion and optimized exchange-correlation density functionals
for condensed water systems49,50 or optimized noble-gas-water pair potentials via Monte Carlo
simulations,51 might be instructive and lead to gain further insights.
As we mentioned above, experimental data from X-ray diffraction14 and Raman scattering15
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measurements are available for Kr hydrate up to pressures of almost 5.2 GPa. Given the discrep-
ancies it has been argued15 that transitions at high pressure are related with the occupancy of the
large-cage, and theoretical simulations28 have provided some support, suggesting that pressure
tends to stabilize higher occupancy. However, here we have treated the small cage, and as we point
out further work is needed to explore the effects of guest-host interactions. In addition, and in con-
nection with the nature of the interaction, the effect of the volume definition model for simulations
at NPT ensembles on finite non-periodic systems should be also considered, e.g. by implementing
more axiomatic volume models, such as those using the convex polyhedron that circumscribed all
atoms in the cluster,,52 and/or the “quantum volume" occupied by the electronic charge density.53
Summary and conclusions
Parallel-tempering isothermal-isobaric Monte Carlo simulations were carried out at temperature
values from 30 to 1000 K and pressures between 3 kPa–10 GPa for the Kr(H2O)20 cluster. We em-
ployed pairwise interactions for representing the water-water and Kr-water potential terms using
the TIP4P/ice model, and a semiempirical or an ab initio-based potential, respectively. Structural
and thermodynamic properties, such as cluster energy and enthalpy, constant-pressure heat ca-
pacity, volume, and Pearson correlation coefficient for energy and volume, were calculated, and
were used to construct temperature-pressure phase diagrams. By focusing our analysis at low
temperatures, we observe structural changes corresponding to solid-solid like transitions, that at
low/medium pressure values (up to 1.5 GPa) were assigned to open/on-surface isomeric structures,
such as the “all-surface" and cage-1 like structures for the water cluster with the Kr atom outside,
while as pressure increases (up to 10 GPa) closed/clathrate-like isomers, like the regular 512, as
well as other irregular new ones, occur. In particular, structural changes from outside-to-inside
structures are observed at 1.5 Pa to regular 512 structures, then at 2.2 GPa to irregular, similar to
the 435663 cages, while at 3.8 GPa structures formed by tetragons and hexagons are also found.
We show that qualitatively differences between the semiempirical and ab initio-based pairwise
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guest-host interactions, as well as, through the MC configurations sampling, the volume definition
model for non-periodic finite-size systems, could directly affect the formation of specific isomeric
structures, especially under high pressures. Therefore, the rational route to follow is, to improve
first the description of the interaction, and to check the effect of the volume definition in the sim-
ulations. On the one hand, further work in this direction employing specialized first-principles
treatments for determining the weak host-guest interactions under pressure should be performed.
In this way, one could obtain an estimate of the systematic error and evaluate the accuracy of the
interaction potential from finite size to extended state systems. On the other hand, the volume
definition model for non-periodic finite-size systems should also be examined by implementing
different more axiomatic models, such as reservoir and extended Lagrangian approaches, in the
PTMC simulations for a better description of general shape finite systems that are caged. The
output of such studies could reveal trends for a more reliable representation of the interactions,
which could then serve for an accurate and complete analysis from finite size systems (clusters) to
periodic 3D networks. Unfortunately, no experimental data are yet available for Kr-water clusters
of any size for a direct comparison. However, we hope that our theoretical findings will stimulate
and guide such experimental investigations. Meanwhile our future efforts should focus to extend
the present simulations to larger size clusters, although theoretically still tractable. Such clusters
correspond to the cavities of the sI, sII, sH, sO, and sT type structures of the Kr clathrate hydrates
aiming, as a first step, to an indirect comparison with experimental observations available for these
systems, and thus to a better quantitative description of the underlying interactions.
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